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View and print fonts from the Windows operating system. Key Features: Keeps fonts in a customizable folder. Views fonts
from a drive or the user's registry. Saves all fonts to PDF. Preview of fonts before printing. Prints fonts. Simple, fast, and
effective. Automatic installation. No more poking around to get fonts on your computer. WizNius WizNius is a freeware utility
developed by WizNius to view and print fonts installed on the Windows operating system. It allows you to find all installed fonts
and automatically add them to the list of fonts available in your browser and apps. It's a light and portable app, making it
suitable for all types of computers, as well as for use by Windows users, Windows applications, and Mac users. At the time of
our evaluation, it was launched with the latest version, which is 1.0.0.3. Portability perks WizNius is a standalone, portable
application. Unlike a lot of apps, it can be copied to removable storage units or external hard drives to directly run the app on
any PC, not requiring a separate installation. The app doesn't modify Windows registry settings, so if you move the files, you'll
get them working again. Simple interface and options The main window consists of a list of fonts from which you can select and
preview. To find fonts, all you need to do is double-click on the Windows button (also known as the Start button on Windows
8/10), and the program should automatically search for the fonts. You can also type the name of the font, and it will be listed.
You can customize the output, such as the output folder, and the size and color of the preview. You can also have the application
include a standard font list, which is useful if you're not sure which font you want to use. Edit characters to print fonts The
bottom part of the window lists the characters in the font, and you can edit them as well as pick the output printer (including
PDF printers). WizNius doesn't include any complicated options or configuration settings, making it suitable for all types of
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users, from the novice to the advanced. Evaluation and conclusion WizNius didn't cause any difficulties in our tests, and it left a
small footprint on system resources. It uses limited system resources
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